Photography for the rod builder, fly tier and fly fishermanLarry MyhreWhat is a megapixel?	One million pixels. Think of pixels as small squares making up your image area. Briefly, the higher the megapixel count, the larger, sharper images you can produce. A 4-megapixel camera will produce a sharp 8X10 photo. Sharpness will drop somewhat on an 11X14 inch print. Higher megapixel cameras also allow you to make larger prints or crop photos without damaging sharpness. Camera’s with high megapixel counts cost more so you may be buying more than you need if 8X10 prints are all you are interested in.Camera Settings	Read, read, read your camera’s manual. The more you learn about your camera settings, the better photographs you should produce. While you can get satisfactory photographs most of the time with the camera and other settings in “auto” mode, learning more about manual controls will result in better photographs.What is the “Exposure Triangle?”	ISO, shutter speed and aperture.	What is ISO?	ISO is a measurement of sensor sensitivity. Think of it in terms of film speed. The higher the number, the less light you need to make a photograph.What is Aperture?	Aperture is the opening in the lens. It is measured in f-stops. The larger the number (f22) the smaller the opening and the less light enters the sensor. Each f-stop doubles or halves the amount of light that gets in.What is shutter speed?	Shutter speed is the length of time light can enter the f-stop. Keep in mind that a change in shutter speed from one stop to the next doubles or halves the amount of light that gets in – this means if you increase one and decrease the other you let the same amount of light in – very handy to keep in mind.When should you format your memory card?	I format my memory card after downloading images into my post processing program in my computer. Formatting removes all images from your disk. I NEVER ask the computer to erase the photographs and I NEVER let the camera erase them. I use primarily Sandisk memory cards but another good brand is Lexar. SD card. SD stands for secure digital.Page 2What size SD card?	For simple point and shoot cameras, a 1 to 4GB should be plenty. Serious Amateurs or professional photographers shooting photos in bursts need faster cards. Something in the 16 to 32GB range should suffice.Point and Shoot Cameras	All are capable of excellent photographs but your control over lighting, depth of field and other things are limited. Downside is that just about all point and shoot cameras today lack a viewfinder and for older eyes can be difficult to use in sunlight.	SmartphonesiPhone 6 and 6 plus: 8 megapixels. Often regarded as the best smartphone camera, even though some other models such as the Galaxy S5 have higher megapixels. Most smartphones will produce excellent photographs and video.DSLRs	Digital single lens reflex cameras offer interchangeable lenses and greater controls over all aspects of photography. Much more expensive.Post Processing Programs	When you buy a digital camera it will come with a post processing program which can be loaded onto your computer. There are also free programs which can be downloaded from the internet which may offer more controls. Macs come with an iPhoto program already loaded and that is what I use. I also have Photoshop which is a professional level program but I rarely use it. GIMP is free and almost as good as Photoshop.Lighting		Outdoors—Open shade	Indoors—“Daylight” LED bulbs, 800 Lumens (60 watt) in reflectors in swing arm light fixtures. Compact fluorescent bulbs in “Daylight’ also work well and are less expensive. Both are 5000 kelvin which mimics daylight and will allow your camera to record exact colors without fine tuning your white balance.Light Boxes	Best used for small subjects such as rods, reels or flies. Light boxes diffuse the lighting and eliminates shadows. Camera must be on tripod. Use timer.Backgrounds	This is a matter of personal preference. I prefer uncluttered backgrounds such as a simple paper background in a shade of grey or beige.Page 3Photographing Flies	Fly holders, two swing arm lamps, backgrounds.Photographing rods	Backgrounds, light box (four lamps), rod holder	Photographing in open shade	Flash techniques (or not)	Table top (shooting straight down on subject laying on background.)Photographing Fish	Still life techniques	Fisherman and fish, fill flashPhotographing Landscapes	Vertical or horizontal, early or late in the day offer best lighting.Composition	Rule of thirds,when to break that ruleOnline Camera Resources:B & H Photo: www.bhphotovideo.com	Camera supply house which sells just about everything a photographer could want. Good source for what is available.Ken Rockwell:  www.kenrockwell.com	Good resource for “how to” information on photography and camera and lens reviews. One man’s opinion, only, but interesting reading and nice writing style.www.dpreview.com	Good reviews on all kinds of cameras. Very informative. If you are thinking of buying a camera, this site as a must read.www.uglyhedgehog	A photography forum where members can post photos, interact with each other and get the latest photography news. Sign up for their daily photography digest and get the latest tips, tricks and reviews and other photography-related news. It also has daily “chit chat” non photography subjects only. Source of a lot of good jokes. I read it daily.www.komando.com	The Digital Goddess has much to offer photographers including info on how to get free photo editing programs, photo storage and much more. Go to “downloads” and then to “pictures.”	
